EASTERTIDE GRADUAL • Second Sunday after Easter, EF

ALLELUIA, allelúia. (Lk 24: 35) Vs. The disciples recognised the Lord Jesus in the breaking of the bread. A llelúia. (Jn 10: 14) Vs. I am the good shepherd and I know my sheep, and my own know me. A llelúia.

Note: this “Alleluia” is sung straight through.
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A

allelúia, allelúia. Vs. Cognovérunt di- scí-puli Dó-

Allelúia, allelúia. They-knew [the disciples did]

mí-num Je-sum in fracti-óne panis.

the-Lord Jesus in the-breaking of bread.
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A

lle- lá- ia. Note: this “Alleluia” is sung straight through.

Vs. Ego sum pastor bonus: et cognósco oves me-as, et

I am shepherd good: & I-know-the sheep of-Me, &

cognóscunt me meae.

know Me Mine-do.
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lle- lá- ia. Note: this “Alleluia” is sung straight through.